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‘Helping You Fulfill Your Body’s Potential’ 

 
WHAT TO WEAR  

INC STUDIO ETIQUETTE 
 

Appropriate fitness clothing including Pilates’ socks that are fit for purpose (weight lifting/ training 
gloves optional).  If wearing shorts, men are advised to wear tight-fitting running shorts or cycling 
shorts.  Pilates’ or Yoga socks must be worn for reformer lessons for hygiene purposes.  Baggy 
clothing and fleeces impede observation of spine and joint alignment. 
 

Pilates’ Socks 
The Pilates’ socks that we provide are designed specifically to aid foot alignment and stability.  
The socks help to align mistreated toes and spread them which strengthens the foot muscles.  
Improved foot alignment improves posture and the overall distribution of weight through the feet.  
This facilitates function and flow of energy through the knees, hips, back and shoulders.  
Additional benefits include increased blood circulation and better balance.  They are ideal for 
injury-prone feet and diabetic athletes.   
 
The following should NOT be worn: 

• Jeans or tight-fitting trousers 

• Clothing with adornments ie metal buttons 

• Scarves, belts, jewellery (especially necklaces and long earrings). 

• Shoes 
 
Long hair should be tied up.  Hair that is tied back aids observation of head and neck alignment. 
 
Minimal jewellery.  No necklaces, bracelets, anklets or long earrings. 
 

In winter, layer clothing and ensure you have adequate warm clothing to exercise in and to put on 
afterwards for going home, especially when attending introduction lessons when you may be 
sitting still for periods of time. 
 

You may wish to bring: 
• A sweat towel to place on top of the pillows we provide. 

• Reading glasses if you need them to complete the health questionnaire at the introduction 
lesson, and to read your exercise record card for reformer lessons. 

• Water in an appropriate water bottle (NOT glass). 
 
All equipment is provided (foam blocks/bricks, pillows, wooden poles, light weights, rollers) 
including pens for reformer lessons (to update exercise card).   
 
All personal belongings should be stored in a locker and should NOT be taken into the exercise 
studio (ie mobile phones, medication, aerosols, purses, wallets, bags, house and car keys).  No 
money is required for lockers.  Food, including chewing gum, should NOT be brought into the 
studio.  Locker keys should be placed in the container provided on the windowsill for safe-keeping 
for the duration of a lesson. 


